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Southern Seeds Production S.A is a company formed by Argentinean capital
investments. Founded in 2002 by a group of professionals with wide experience in the
seed production and seed conditioning; grain production, international commercialization
practices and domestic and worldwide logistics.
SSP foundations are our commitment based on quality, our flexibility, confidentiality and
everyday improvement through important investments in infrastructure and knowledge.
And during these years, this way of doing things has allowed us to have long term
relations with our customers, suppliers and staff, helping to the growth of the firm.
From the beginning we have had an exponential growth rate year after year. Being
today one of the main independent suppliers for the seed industry, both in Argentina
and around the world.

Our
services

What we do
SSP is a seed service company. It was founded in 2002 to satisfy the needs of the North
markets serving with Off Seasons productions.
Our first corn exportation was sent to U.S.A in 2003. And within the years we have
developed different services for the Argentinean and worldwide seed industry.
Nowadays, we develop the following activities:
· Seed Production
· Conditioning of Seeds
· Grain Production

Seeds Production
We mainly produced corn, soybean, sunflower and sorghum seeds. The growing is done
in Nucleus Argentinean corn area located between the parallels 33 and 34 degrees south
latitude.
We sow, harvest, Spray with our own equipment. Company’s personnel operate our 30
central pivot irrigation equipment. Besides, we have other sprinkler irrigation system for
smaller areas.
In SSP we know what it means to sow, to harvest or any other farm work at the right time
and not later. Having our irrigation equipments and working with them is the result of a
considerable investment. We think that it goes together with our commitment to offer not
only an excellent service but also a professional and flexible one. Allowing our company
to obtain productions and exports in time and at the right way.

Conditioning of Seeds
Southern Seeds Productions works in the conditioning, calibration, bagging, storage and
dispatch of corn, sunflower, sorghum, soybean and wheat seeds for both domestic and
international markets.
In 2004 we started the building construction of a seed conditioning plant in order to

continue with the growth of our business. Located by national Route # 8, considered one
of the nerve centers for seed production.
During our first stage, 6 cells for ear corn drying were built for the reception, shelling,
cleaning and conditioning of seeds. This investment was made in order to provide
worldwide excellent services. The following year 12 more new cells were built for the
same purpose.
A latest generation tower for classifying corn and sunflowers seeds was built in order to
satisfy the demands of our customers and in 2008 we increased our reception and drying
capacity.
Nowadays, SSP is one of the most complex industrial plants with the highest technology
and capacity for processing corn, sunflower, sorghum, soybean and wheat seeds.

Grain Production
Corn, sunflower, sorghum, soybean and wheat are mainly produced in the nucleus area
and commercialized in domestic market.
Thanks to our professionalism to do business and our commitment towards our suppliers
and landowners, in 2008 our company experienced a rapid growth in commodities
productions.
Even though we have wide experience in grain production in our beginning we focused
our efforts on the best way to guarantee an excellent service in seeds.
In 2007/2008 due to the severe weather condition we had an increase in the lands offered
to be rented thanks to our way of working based on our capacity and regular fulfillment of
our duties.
Because of this opportunity and the professional organization based on our own company
processes, a new business unit was formed.
Our business philosophy is based on a win-win relation. This allows us to consolidate and
make stronger relations with landowners who trust in our production practices based on
social responsibility and care of the environment.

How we do it
At Southern Seeds Production S.A, we believe that predictability is our main line of
argument for long term relations. Our customers, suppliers and staff know they will
ALWAYS count, with no exception, with a service that provides excellence, reliability,
security, reasonableness and the possibility of a long term development.
We have invested lot of time and resources in highly professional processes in all the
areas of our firm based on five points:

Confidentiality: our customers entrust large investments in order to obtain profits.
We honor that responsibility in every one of the processes.
Information: we want our domestic and local customers to be informed of what is
going with their seeds. Allowing our customers to control their sales and inventory
efficiently.
Efficiency: we want our services help to achieve efficiency in the way we help
manage our customer’s inventories and at the same time we want efficiency in
our processes to obtain an excellent seed reaching its destination in time at a
reasonable cost.
Excellency: we work on the continuous improvement of our processes. Our
philosophy is that everything can be perfected by constantly looking for excellence.
Development: we keep business relations with our customers, suppliers and staff‘s
company that last throughout the time.
We believe that experience, knowledge, mutual respect, development and success
are necessary requirements to achieve our goals.

Contact Us

Contact Us
Seed Facility/Administration
Route 8. 173.5 Km. Arrecifes (2740).
Buenos Aires. Argentina
Tel / Fax: (+54 2478) 45 1758
Correspondence:
PO Box 15. Reef.
email: ssp@sspseeds.com

Latitude: S 34° 3' 52.5329"
Longitude: W 60° 4' 27.3798"

www.sspseeds.com

